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TCP Server and Client: Bookstore Enquiry
INTRODUCTION
Schmid College of Science and Technology
An application called "Bookstore Enquiry", and it is implemented
in Java using TCP client-server program. It contains two
programs; one program is called "Server" and another one is
called "Client". In this application, the 'server' maintains
information about books and for each book it stores information.
This application works in such a way that, the server runs
indefinitely and waits for client requests.
DEVELOPMENT
When the Client requests a book that doesn’t exist, the server
sends ‘ERROR’ message to client and then prints that message
and quits. In the case of having ‘BOOK FOUND’, the client
again prompts the user with what kind of book information is
required, like Book Edition and Stack available. When entering
the choice, the client sends the choice to server and server
sends the corresponding information to the client which will be
printed by the client. TCP is used as the transport layer protocol,
since it provides reliable delivery which is critical for the given
application. TCP does not provide timing guarantee, which is not
very important in the given scenario. The server is implemented
as a singleton class. The main thread opens a server socket on
the local inet address and port 25000, which has been arbitrarily
chosen and hard coded.
